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Nanostructuring Materials 
for Spin Electronics
B. Doudin, J-Ph. Ansermet
Institut de Physique Expérimentale Ecole Polytechnqie Fédérale de Lausanne, PHB-Ecublens, 
CH-1015 Lausanne

Fundamental studies on magnetic superlattices have sparked intense research activity world
wide. This is now leading to the development of devices based on the transport of electronic 
spins

When magnetoresistance turned 
GIANT
In the 1980s there was an interest in 

the magnetic coupling between magnetic 
layers separated by non-magnetic layers.1 
This can be thought of as an extension of 
the concept of oscillations of the electron 
spin density around magnetic impurities 
in non-magnetic metals. Multilayers were 
indeed the site of similar oscillations and 
the layers experience a magnetic coupling 
mediated by the electrons of the non
magnetic spacers.2,3 Furthermore, these 
multilayers were found to have a negative 
magnetoresistance (Fig. 1).4 As this novel 
effect was about an order of magnitude 
larger than the magnetoresistance of bulk 
ferromagnets, it was perceived as “giant”. 
Relative changes over 100% of the resis
tance with magnetic field have been 
obtained.5 In bulk ferromagnets, a magne
toresistance results from the dependence 
of the resistivity on the orientiation of the 
current relative to the magnetization, the 
so-called anisotropic magnetoresistance 
(AMR).6 Although this AMR effect only 
contributes about 2%, as in permalloy, it 
has been enormously useful. It has found 
applications in reading heads of magnetic 
recording devices,7 and in magnetic prox
imity or motion sensors.

From a talk presented at EPS-10, Trends in Physics, 
Symposium on the physics and chemistry of new materials 
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Why magnetic layers separated by 
non-magnetic metals ought to 
exhibit a negative magnetoresis
tance
In a ferromagnet it is reasonable to 

assume that spins which are polarized par
allel or antiparallel to the magnetization 
have different resistivities. Therefore we 
write the resistivities of spins parallel or 
antiparallel to the magnetization as:

P↓=P(l~ß) p↑=p( l+ß)

This spin dependence of the resistivity 
is expected in the so-called Mott picture, 
whereby s electrons carry the current and 
scatter into d bands, which are split in a 
ferromagnet, so that the density of empty 
states available for scattering events differs 
for spin up and spin down.

Consider a system of two ferromag
netic layers, one in a parallel configura
tion, the other in an antiparallel align
ment, and the electrons do not flip their 
spins going from one layer to the other.

In the parallel configuration, one spin 
polarization experiences p-f through both 
layers, the other spin polarization P↓ in 
both layers. The effective resistance is:

In the antiparallel configuration, each 
spin channel experiences p↑ and p↓ in 
series. The effective resistance is:

The effective resistance is greater in 
the antiparallel configuration than in the 
parallel configuration, no matter what the 
sign of ß is. This model is directly inferred

Fig.1. Magnetoresistance of a Fe/Cr superlattice. This 
effect Is now obtained at room temperature and fields 
of about a hundred Gauss, (from Baibich 1988)

from the two-current model, where the 
currents of both spin orientations are 
assumed separate. This is a reasonable 
model because a scattering event where 
the electron flips its spin while conserving 
its velocity is very rare.

Practically, in order to have a non- 
negligible resistance value to observe, the 
measurements are usually performed in a 
geometry where the current flows parallel 
to the layers. If the layer thickness is larger 
than the electron mean free path, the sim
plest picture shown above fails and the 
giant magnetoresistance is severly dimin
ished. Therefore, structuring on a nano
meter scale is necessary.

Engineering GMR materials
Typically, superlattices or multilayers 

of a magnetic metal alternating with a 
non-magnetic metal have been used.

One way of getting the antiparallel 
alignment is to have the spacer layer just 
thin enough to produce a magnetic 
coupling mediated by the spacer (the so- 
called exchange coupling) which can be 
made antiferromagnetic. (Fig. 2a)Eur
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Fig. 2. Nanostructures for GMR. From top to bottom: 
a) multilayers make use of an antiferromagnetic coup
ling among the layers; b) spin valve bi-layer structures 
have one layer magnetically pinned; c) granular materi
als; d) hybrids, (after Physics World, Nov. 1994 p. 34)

In the so-called spinvalve structure 
(Fig. 2b), one layer has its magnetization 
pinned, while the other is free to be 
reversed.

Granular materials with ferromagnet
ic ultrafine grains in a non-magnetic 
matrix (Fig. 2c) also show GMR.8,9

A remarkable result was obtained with 
a combination of Co clusters and perm
alloy layers spaced with silver (Fig. 2d). A 
record magnetoresistive sensitivity to the 
applied magnetic field of 6.5% per Gauss 
was achieved!10

Perpendicular spin transport
Whilst the two-current model used 

above predicts a “giant magnetoresis
tance”, some of the actual issues require 
extensive research:

- How far can an electron travel 
before its spin flips ?

- What is the relative importance of 
bulk and interface scattering in producing 
GMR ?

- What is spin dependent: the scatter
ing potential itself, or the occupation of 
the states ?

- Do the reflections of the electron 
wave functions at interfaces play a role ?

Experiments in which the current was 
perpendicular to the interfaces have been 
particularly useful for shedding light on 
these issues.11 Perpendicular transport 
also has practical advantages over trans
port parallel to the interfaces: layers can be 
thicker when the current is perpendicular 
rather than parallel to the interfaces. This 
is relevant for practical applications, which 
must consider the ease of manufacturing 
and the reliability of the materials. The 
reason is the following. When the current 
is parallel to the layers the electrons expe
rience two layers, provided their separa
tion is of the order of the electron mean 
free path. When the current is perpendicu
lar to the layers the spins undergo a diffu
sion process which extends over distances 
much longer that the electron mean free

path since the spin-flip events are rare. 
Indeed, electron spin resonance experi
ments in the 60s and 70s determined that 
electrons can travel a long way without 
flipping their spins.

A tough challenge
A small square cut from a thin film of 

a magnetic multilayer, with dimensions in 
the sub-millimeter range, has a resistance 
in the nano-ohm range! That measure
ment has been performed by a few.12·13 Oth
ers have relied on advanced lithographic 
techniques to reduce the surface area and 
bring the resistance down to more access
ible values.14 This is quite an extensive pro
cess.15 Moreover, when the columns are 
very thin, the current density is no longer 
homogeneous throughout the column. 
Furthermore, the field sensitivity is con
siderably reduced.

Instead of using advanced lithography 
to obtain thin columns, some groups pro
duced multilayers in the form of wires by 
electrodeposition in pores of nanoporous 
membranes16,17,18 (Fig. 3a). Others used 
grooved substrates and straight deposition 
(Fig. 3b), so that they measured GMR with 
current-at-an-angle (CAP)19. Or they 
deposited the layers obliquely to obtain a 
structure in which the current was mostly 
perpendicular to the layers20 (Fig. 3c).

Nanowires of electrodeposited 
magnetic multilayers
The electrodeposition of metals in the 

pores of polymeric membranes21 or in 
anodized aluminum22 is a well-established 
technique. The electrodeposition of thin 
film multilayers was demonstrated in the 
80s23 and magnetic multilayers with GMR 
were produced.24 It is only recently that it 
became established that one could grow 
multilayers in nanopores. The multilay
ered nanowires thus produced turned out 
to be very convenient for the study of 
GMR with current perpendicular to the 
plane.

By varying the layer thicknesses, it is 
possible to examine some of the basic 
issues of giant magnetoresistance (Fig. 4). 
Thanks to a model derived using the 
Boltzman equation25, the data can be inter
preted in terms of:

Various GMR nanostructure (left) and their magnetoresistance 
behaviour (right - note that all the horizontal scales are different)

a Antiferrmagnetically coupled multilayer b Spin - value structure 
c Granular alloy
d Hybrid nanostructure including clusters and layers. See text for details.

Antiferromagnetically 
coupled multilayers

Spin valve structure

Granular material

Hybrid cluster/layer
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Fig. 3. Special ways of 
measuring spin transport 
perpendicular to the planes
a) multilayered nanowires 
In nanoporous membranes,
b) straight deposition and
c) oblique deposition, on 
grooved substrates.

Fig. 4. Magnetoresistance AR/Rmax of Co/Cu multilay
ers of equal Co and Cu thicknesses. Predictions for :
(. . . . ) bulk spin-dependent scattering only (ß = 0.4);
(- - - - ) same, with interface scattering y = 0.7);
(__ ) same, with spin diffusion effects (lsf = 40 nm).
(data Doudln 1996)

- bulk spin-dependent scattering, 
expressed as

p↑= p ( l - ß ) p↓= p ( l + ß)

- interface spin-dependent scattering, 
expressed as

r↑ = rl(-y) r↓=r (1 +y)

- the spin diffusion length lsf which is 
a measure of the spatial extent of the diffu
sive process of spin-flip scattering, ensur
ing current continuity at the interfaces. 
This process is analogous to the build-up 
of excess charge at the interface between a 
normal and a superconducting metal.26

Our data yield the spin asymmetry 
coefficients /3 and y and the spin diffusion 
length lsf . Our results are compared with 
others in Table l. There is remarkable con
sistency between the results of two groups 
using electrodeposited nanowires and one 
using vacuum deposition.

Spin-flip cross-sections measured 
with an ohmmeter!
The magnetoresistance measurements 

can yield the scattering cross sections for 
spin-flip for the following reason. The spin 
diffusion length lsf·  is related to the spin- 
flip scattering cross section  sf:

where N is the density of scattering centres 
and λe the electron mean free path. λe can 
be estimated from the resistivity of the Cu 
in these multilayers. N can be measured by 
energy dispersive X-ray analysis. Hence 
from lsf we can deduce osf .

The spin diffusion length of the elec
trodeposited Co/Cu multilayers was 
ascribed to the presence of Co impurities 
in the Cu layers. The spin-flip scattering 
cross section of magnetic impurities in 
non-magnetic matrices was determined

decades ago by electron spin resonance30. 
The cross section for Co impurity in Cu 
deduced from transport measurements is 
consistent with these earlier results. Hence 
the appropriate nanostructuring has made 
possible the determination of electron 
spin-flip rates by a set of resistance meas
urements!

This approach offers new possibilities 
compared to the technique of transmission 
electron spin resonance, which is restrict
ed by experimental conditions that can 
only be met in some cases. In particular, 
the spin-flip mean free path in ferromag- 
nets such as Co had never been measured 
before. By keeping the Cu layers thin 
enough and varying the Co thickness of 
the multilayered nanowires, it has been 
possible to estimate it. 28

Solid state devices based on spin 
electronics
There was a time of great excitement 

and productivity when vacuum tubes were 
replaced by solid state devices. Nowadays, 
as spin polarized vacuum experiments 
reach a high level of sophistication, solid 
state devices based on the spin of the elec
tron are emerging from the fundamental 
research on spin transport in nanostruc- 
tured materials. We evoke a few remark
able examples below.

Multilayers of giant magnetoresistance 
(with current flowing parallel to the inter
faces) are expected soon to replace perm
alloy in the reading heads of magnetic 
recording devices. 31

Table 1. Bulk and interface 
spin asymmetry parameters 
and spin diffusion lengths of 
Co/Cu multilayersEur
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Magnetic bipolar transistors have 

been devised.32 Their concept arose out of 
a fundamental study of the phenomenon 
of spin injection from a ferromagnet into a 
non-magnetic metal.33 As in GMR, the 
transconductance of this transistor 
depends on the relative orientation of the 
magnetic layers.

Metal-gate field effect transistors34, 
where the gate is a magnetic multilayer 
with giant magnetoresistance, may be use
ful as field sensors because the collector 
current is an exponential function of the 
gate resistance. They are also of funda
mental interest as the hot electrons jump
ing over the Schottky barriers probe the 
spin-dependent band structure above the 
Fermi level.

Magnetoresistive memories have been 
developed.31 Recent results may help 
improve such memories: tunnel junctions 
between two ferromagnetic layers have 
sharp, large resistance changes when the 
magnetization of the layers is switched 
from parallel to antiparallel.35
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The puzzling nature of quantum behavior
M. R Silverman
More Than One Mystery
Explorations in Quantum Interference
1995. XIV, 212 pages. 51 Figures.
Softcover DM 48,- ISBN 0-387-94376-5
By examining a few conceptually simple 
models, Silverman probes the perplexing 
consequences of the “ghostly” long-range 
effects that correlated particles exert on 
each other, the deep connection between 
spin and the statistics of identical partic
les, and the fundamental role of topology 
in the interactions of charged particles

and electromagtic Fields. He concludes 
authoritatively: There is more than 
one mystery in the intriguing world of 
quantum mechanics.
“The book is fascinating and presents 
an original and uniFied view of many 
topics at the centre of physics today.” 

Michael Berry, University of Bristol
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